N4735  NGUOI SOT LAI CUA RUNG CUOI  (VIETNAM, 1991)
(Other titles: The only survivor from laughing jungle)

**Credits:** directors, Tat Binh, Tran Phuong; writer, Tran Phuong; story, Vo Thi Hao.

**Cast:** Cam Anh, Hoang Kien, Khanh Huyen, Thanh Thuy.

**Summary:** War film set in South Vietnam during the war and in the North afterward. A group of young women volunteers from the North have the mission of guarding a jungle supply dump in the South. Despite suffering from malaria and isolation, the women remain cheerful, always laughing. A U.S. air attack leaves only one survivor. After the war, this lone survivor returns to university in the North. She finds it difficult to relate others rejects the advances of Thanh, another student. Firecrackers set off at Thanh’s wedding cause the woman veteran to breakdown, but Thanh leaves his wedding to care for her.